
  
  
Headlines around the planet all said the same 
thing -that the first of three (Lord help us all) 
Presidential debates were a gong show. That’s 
the polite way to word it, as there was nothing 
presidential about it. Childish, boorish, 
amateurish, off-putting and devoid of substance 
-unless one considers the graceless slide towards 
personal invective to be substantive. There was 
no winner to be sure, but the loser surely was the 
American voter who deserved better. Wasting a 
chance to table their platforms, Trump and Biden 
spent the hour shouting over one another and 
hurling insults and baseless accusations. 

Does this matter? It’s our position that it does, 
because in Democracies elections matter and after all this is what we fought two world wars over. So how 
did it come to this? The fault here must be shared between Trump’s intemperance and Biden & Co‘s 
incivility towards him over the past four years. Trump came out swinging fuelled by an anger over how 
the Democrats and mainstream media have treated him over the past four years. I’m a political guy for 
sure, and I’ve never seen a politician so mistreated and misrepresented by so many. That said, Trump did 
himself no favours and came across as hectoring, badgering and unashamedly rude. The same could be 
said for Biden too though and his phoney smile every time Trump turned the tables on him, was the 
reason Hillary lost in 2016: arrogance and smugness writ large. Biden’s aides should loan him a dictionary 
and have him look up the word hubris. 

Still, Markets are up (at the time of writing) so perhaps they are reading the tea leaves and projecting that 
the debate changed nothing and merely kicked the can down the road until the next one. I will tune in, if 
only to test my position that the second debate couldn’t possible be worse than this one was. We will see, 
and in the interim I have set my PVR to record Five-Pin Bowling, which, as dull-as-dishwater as it is, will 
give me some to switch to should the next Trump-Biden contest turn out to be a re-run of the first. 

For more on last nights spectacle, I have attached commentary from The Economist <here> for your 
review. You’ll chuckle at their description of the debate as “an unwatchable cacophony [characterized by] 
verbal incontinence.” Well put.

Be safe, be well!
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https://www.economist.com/united-states/2020/09/30/a-dismal-presidential-debate-will-leave-voters-unimpressed

